
Just not Babies

A middle aged woman works with a rude & insensitive old man

who recycles gifts from failed relationships, changing her

views on life and love



FADE IN

EXT.ROAD NEAR STORE-DAY

We hear the slushy sound of grass and see couple of legs

walking through the grass in a morning that looks chilly.As

the camera retreats, we get to see PAUL,in his sixties,a bit

skinny that makes him look younger.He approaches a stream of

water along the side walk.It seems a bit out of reach for

him to jump across.He thinks,and he makes the jump. SPLASH!

His right shoe falls into the stream,he bends down and picks

it up.He looks around to check if anyone saw.

We now see him rushing towards his shop,mumbling to himself

in the cold.

PAUL

Global warming my ass!

EXT.ROAD NEAR STORE- CONTINUOUS

As Paul walks towards a shop,the obscure writing on the shop

starts to become clearer,and finally we see the name of the

shop "Paul’s R&R Shop".But wait, there is some spray paint

on the front glass.As he( and the camera) gets closer,the

writing on the glass reads "Heartless Bitch".

He clumsily brings out a cloth in order to clean the

glass.He scrubs for a few times and gives up.He goes into

the shop and comes out with a bunch of notice papers.He uses

glue and stamps one on the glass.THUD! "Good at molding gold

into something else? Join us!".He has to stick plenty more

to hide the spray paint.

INT. PAUL’S R&R - DAY

Paul checks his watch as we hear the ticking of a cuckoo

clock.A deafening silence!

SMASH CUT

INT. PAUL’S R&R - FEW HOURS LATER

Paul yawns,as the cuckoo clock strikes.

SMASH CUT
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INT. PAUL’S R&R - FEW HOURS LATER

Paul is snoring now,and is awakened by the opening of the

door as a YOUNG MAN walks in.

YOUNG MAN

Ah hello! Are you open?

PAUL

Yes We are!

YOUNG MAN

Ah I read that you take stuff..

gifts from failed....love

PAUL

Indeed!Anything and everything from

failed love!Just not babies.

Young man is amused.

PAUL

So what do you have for me?

Young man takes out a ring from his bag.He is evidently

upset about the whole thing.He looks up to see Paul

grinning.

PAUL

Rings are the tough ones to part

eh? But those are the ones I love.

Young man seems to be short of words, and then we see

CLAUDIA walk in.Claudia is in her forties, voluptuous and

hair graying on her sides.Her face pale in the cold with her

wrinkles painting thin lines of ’red’ across her face.

CLAUDIA

Did I come early?

PAUL

Always good to come early! Except

in one thing.(chuckles)

PAUL

I assume you didn’t have those

issues Mister

YOUNG MAN

What? No! Could you tell me how

much I can get for this?

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Market Rate’s 500$ per ounce.I am

gonna give you 700 though.I like

you.I know that you didn’t screw

up.It was the girl right!

YOUNG MAN

That’s insane!You get a grand for

an ounce!And it’s none of your

business man!

PAUL

Alright mister!You go ahead and

leave!I am the only guy who does

this in this town but hey feel free

to sell it to someone else.They

gonna take from you and give it to

someone.And then one day you see a

gay man wearing that ring which was

supposed to be for your wife.

Claudia is aghast.Young man groans. He nods. Paul pulls out

the draw, and gives out the money

YOUNG MAN

(exiting)

I Have no issues with Gay people!

PAUL

Me too! I was just saying.

Claudia watches in dismay.Paul looks at Claudia and smiles

PAUL

So you are here for?

CLAUDIA

Ahh the job that you had put up on

the paper?

PAUL

Ah yes Welcome! I really could use

some help right now.Lot of stuff

coming in!Specially gold, and

jewelery..

CLAUDIA

Yes as you can see in my resume,I

have..

PAUL

I know you can.I mean I don’t

expect much,but you can manage.

(CONTINUED)
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CLAUDIA

(interrupting)

It can be done politely.

Paul’s eyebrows raise

CLAUDIA

You don’t have to be so tough on

them.

PAUL

Erm I will handle clients. I just

need you to work on the gold!

Claudia sighs.She doesn’t like the idea of working with this

man.But she needs the job badly.She nods.

Paul throws a ring at her and she catches it

instinctively.The first of 3 rings that he would give.

PAUL

From a woman! Got dumped the day

before the wedding.(grins)

SMASH CUT

INT.BUS - EVENING

CLAUDIA

(on the phone)

... And the poor guy left! I mean..

I just.. How can I work with this

guy(listens to the other side) Yeah

I just need to get by this month. I

will get something else soon.

Alright bye!

Claudia hangs up and notices a BLIND MAN sitting next to

her.She holds the hand of the blind man in an affectionate

way.He is surprised at first,he then smiles awkwardly.

CLAUDIA

Where you gettin down?

BLIND MAN

Ahh just a few stops..
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EXT.BUS STOP - FEW MOMENTS LATER

Claudia helps the blind man as he walks

BLIND MAN

It’s not necessary Ma’m. Thank you.

CLAUDIA

A little bit of kindness never

killed anyone. (chuckles)

The Blind man walks away,and Claudia looks at him. She

checks the watch and sighs.

CLAUDIA

(to herself)

1 down. 30 days to go.

BEGIN MONTAGE

A) INT. PAUL’S R&R - DAY

Claudia goes about her business of molding the gold as she

watches Paul.We can’t hear anything but we can see a woman

annoyed at Paul.

B) EXT.ROAD NEAR STORE- ANOTHER DAY

The door slams shut as a CUSTOMER leaves and walks past

Claudia.Another angry customer.

C) EXT.BUS STOP - EVENING

Claudia helps the Blind man again although he clearly

doesn’t want it.

D) EXT.ROAD NEAR STORE- ANOTHER DAY

Claudia keeps removing the papers on the glass door, only to

reveal the words "Heartless Bitch".She shakes her head and

puts the paper back to hide it.

E) INT. PAUL’S R&R - DAY

A MAN dumps a lot of clothes on Paul’s table.He gives some

money.Claudia watches him take the stuff inside a room.He

keeps the room always locked.
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F) EXT.BUS STOP - EVENING

Claudia chases the blind man even as he almost runs to avoid

her.

G) INT. PAUL’S R&R - ANOTHER DAY

Clinking of glass as ANOTHER CUSTOMER gives away wine

glasses.Some of it is broken.Paul looks at it and is happy.

INSERT HAND:

Claudia marks 1 week in her calendar and sighs.

END MONTAGE

EXT.BUS STOP - EVENING

CLAUDIA

(OS)

Hey! Hey!

Blind man stops and groans.Claudia catches up with him.

CLAUDIA

I am so sorry. I just wanted to..

BLIND MAN

Would you stop this? I mean I ain’t

"Daredevil" but I can sure take

care of myself.

Claudia keeps quite and listens.

BLIND MAN

You just have to stop being nice

CLAUDIA

I don’t understand!

BLIND MAN

I loathe pity! I can’t take it.

CLAUDIA

A little bit of kindness didn’t

kill anyone.

BLIND MAN

Yeah well it isn’t making me live

my life either.
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The blind man walks away as Claudia ponders on that

momentarily.

INT. PAUL’S R&R - ANOTHER DAY

Paul and a BEARDED MAN chat loudly as Claudia sits at her

work table.She thinks about the blind man.The noise starts

to become too loud for her.She peeks out and checks.

PAUL

(yelling)

You are loser! You couldn’t hold on

to a fucking girl

BEARDED MAN

Yes! Oh yes! I am. I am one. Go on.

It feels good

PAUL

You can’t handle me man! I can be

cruel

BEARDED MAN

Give it to me man!

Claudia smiles and starts laughing. Sympathy doesn’t work

always.

Paul, after finishing up with the bearded man walks up to

her.

PAUL

He wanted to get hit! He gets

pleasure out of it

Claudia smiles.Paul takes out a ring and keeps it on the

table gently, an improvement from last time when he threw

it.

PAUL

From a man! Didn’t work out for

him.He seemed like a nice guy

Claudia gives him a warm smile. Paul is shy too.

BEGIN MONTAGE
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A) EXT.ROAD NEAR STORE- DAY

We hear moans of Claudia and Paul. They are panting hard.

Camera retreats to see that they are scrubbing the "Bitch"

written with spray paint.

B) EXT.RANDOM PLACE - EVENING

Claudia and Blind man have an ice cream on a bench.Claudia

seems to be whispering something to his ear while the Blind

Man has a laugh.

C) INT. PAUL’S R&R - ANOTHER DAY

Lots of stuff falls on Paul’s table,one of it is a

Dildo!Paul looks at it.Claudia tries control her laughter.

He takes it inside his "Room".

D) INT. PAUL’S R&R - ANOTHER DAY

CLAUDIA

Try being nice to a customer!

PAUL

What?

CLAUDIA

Once! For once! It will be fun

PAUL

Ahh well I will. Just not ready

yet. What will I get?

CLAUDIA

I don’t know!(gives a smile)

E) INT. PAUL’S R&R - ANOTHER DAY

Some TEENAGERS take a "Selfie" with Paul.Paul doesn’t know

how to react to it.

F) EXT.ROAD NEAR STORE- AFTERNOON

Claudia and Paul are now drawing a heart symbol next to the

word "Heart" on the glass door. The heart seems to be

broken. Paul completes sketching it and smiles at Claudia.

INSERT HAND:

(CONTINUED)
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Claudia marks 30 days in her calendar.

END MONTAGE

INT. PAUL’S R&R - DAY

Claudia walks into the store as Paul is chatting with a man.

Paul seems to be courteous and THE MAN on the other side is

too.

CLAUDIA

(herself)

Wonder who that lucky man is!

As Claudia listens, she senses something.It’s a voice that

she knows,knows pretty well.She slowly gets up to see who it

is.She gets a shock! It’s her EX!! He is returning all the

stuff to Paul.Greeting Cards, Soft toys and lots of other

stuff!Every memory of her with him! She is shell shocked.

Her Ex leaves.Tears flow out of her eyes.She is heart

broken.She wipes them off and barges ahead to confront Paul.

PAUL

Guess what I did? So what do I

get...

CLAUDIA

You heartless bitch!

Paul doesn’t understand.

CLAUDIA

Why the fuck were you nice?

PAUL

What? I thought you wanted that.

CLAUDIA

Not with that man!

PAUL

So hard to understand women. I..

CLAUDIA

That man just made whatever I gave

to him worthless.And he sells it to

a guy like you.

Paul realizes the truth now.

(CONTINUED)
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CLAUDIA

A man who will sell all this for

scrap. A man who doesn’t care...

who doesn’t love.

Paul doesn’t say a word.

CLAUDIA

Go ahead! Put every stuff of

mine.Crush everything! Put it in

that god damn secret room of yours.

She looks in that direction.The room isn’t locked. Paul

looks also.They scramble for it,she rushes through and tries

to break in.Paul resists.They struggle, and THUD! Claudia

smashes Paul with a dildo that was lying around nearby. She

breaks into the room.

INT. PAUL’S SECRET ROOM - CONTINOUS

She breaks through to find a room which looks like a warm

departmental store.Everything is categorized neatly.She

looks at each object as we juxtapose images

INT.SHOPPING MALL - DAY

A COUPLE shop together.A girl gets him some jeans and shirt

as he smiles.Happy couple!

INT. PAUL’S SECRET ROOM - SAME TIME

Claudia sees a Teddy bear made from those jeans and the

clothes.

INT.WEDDING HALL - DAY

A ring is put through finger, as the MAN and WOMAN kiss.

Happy scenes

Claudia sees gold fillings and imagines a "human smile" with

a golden fillings in the teeth.

INT. RANDOM HOUSE - DAY

Glasses break as they collide on a wall.Wine spills out and

there is carnage.
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INT. PAUL’S SECRET ROOM - SAME TIME

Claudia sees "Jeans" made out probably from the same

glasses.

She sees handmade cheap jewelery, and imagines HOMELESS

CHILDREN wearing it.

Tears well up her eyes.She looks at Paul,seeking for answers

PAUL

People come here to let go! To move

forward! Some say "failed love". I

don’ think so! It didn’t fail! It

just keeps on traveling I guess.

And I do my part.

Claudia wipes her tears.She is calm now.She walks past Paul,

goes to her desk and sits there for a while.She takes out

the calendar where she has been marking time, tears it and

throws it.

PAUL

Whatever that thing was that you

hit me with, it was really hard!

Claudia chuckles. Paul has a smile too.

INT. PAUL’S R&R - CONTINOUS

Paul walks up to her, takes her hand gently, and places a

ring on her palm.He walks away.

CLAUDIA

From a man or woman? And what

happened?

Paul doesn’t say anything.Claudia checks the ring to see if

it’s her ring from her Ex.It is! She smiles. She starts

preparing to mold that ring down!

Paul watches with delight.A customer walks into the shop

right at that moment.

PAUL

(with a smile)

We recycle anything and everything!

Just not babies

FADE OUT:


